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This page provides specifications for the correct colour of blue,
and shows the basic logo on three types of background.

100% Cyan
51% Magenta
0% Yellow
30% Black

CoLoUr SPeCiFiCATionS

One colour printing, use PMS 541. Four-colour process, to the right.
In each case the logo must be printed at 100% colour value.

Pantone® 541

FoUr-CoLoUr BLUe on A WHiTe BACKGroUnD

4-colour
process
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The white oval is not visible because the background is white.
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FoUr-CoLoUr BLUe on A TrAnSPArenT (PLASTiC)
or CoLoUreD BACKGroUnD

Lai-Porellina is an environmentally-friendly lining
manufactured by Fiscatech. It stands out for its breathable,
absorbing and antibacterial properties. It’s permeable,
as it allows water vapour to pass through it. Its soft and
embracing touch provides extreme comfort. It’s treated
with Ultra Fresh additive to protect against mould and
bad odours resulting from bacteria.

In each case the white oval will separate the logo from its background.
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Ultra-fresh logo standards

LAI-Porellina is an Italian product certified by the American
Podiatric Medical Association (APMA).
n
*Ultra-Fresh is a registered trademark of Thomson Research Associates Inc.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Thanks to its vertical production process, all Fiscatech
processing stages are guaranteed by the Quality
System, which has the following certifications:
Iso En 9001:2015
Iso En 14001:2015
Ohsa 18001:2007
Water vapour

Technical

Breathability

features

HIGHEST

> 400 g/m .24h

HIGH

from 200 to 400 g/m .24h

MEDIUM

from 100 to 200 g/m .24h

LOW

<100 g/m .24h
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2
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450 g/m .24h
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is:

LIGHT
Unlike other linings, Lai-Porellina weighs only 200 g/sq.m, meaning 19 g per square
foot.

HYGIENIC
It’s processed with anti-bacterial products to protect feet.

THIN
Its thickness (0.7 mm) helps improve the aesthetics of the sharp cut along the edge of the décolletage.

SOFT
Its coagulated substrate is designed to wrap the foot like a glove thus providing the utmost comfort. Despite its
reduced thickness, it’s pleasant to the touch thanks to its soft and embracing feel. The finishing is natural. It’s selfmodelling. An essential feature that ensures quality.

FRESH
The fibre/resin ratio, which in regular linens is equal to 1:4, has been reduced to 1:1. By reducing the content of resin (which
is insulating and more fibrous), we improved the exchange of internal-external heat. This way we can ensure an improved
sensation of freshness for the foot.

BREATHABLE AND ABSORBING
The raw materials and processing methods used helped us obtain a highly poromeric, absorbing and breathable material. The
water vapour that results from sweating is conveyed outside. That’s why, Lai-Porellina provides exceptional comfort and freshness.
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VIGEVANO PLANT
Via Oroboni 41, 27029 Vigevano PV
tel. +39 0381 697311
CORMONS PLANT
Via Enrico Fermi 27, 34071 Cormons GO
tel. +39 0481 637801
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